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Abstract. The notion of probability plays a crucial role in quan-

tum mechanics. It appears in quantum mechanics as the Born 

rule. In modern mathematics which describes quantum mechan-

ics, however, probability theory means nothing other than mea— 

sure theory, and therefore any operational characterization of the 

notion of probability is still missing in quantum mechanics. In 

our former works [K. Tadaki, arXiv:1804.10174], based on the 

toolkit of algorithmic randomness, we presented a refinement of 

the Born rule, called the principle of typicality, for specifying the 

property of results of measurements in an operational way. In 

this paper, we make an application of our framework to the argu-

ment of Bell's inequality versus quantum mechanics for refining 

it, in order to demonstrate how properly our framework works 

in practical problems in quantum mechanics. 

1 Introduction 

The notion of probability plays a crucial role in quantum mechanics. It appears in 
quantum mechanics as the so-called Born rule, i.e., the probability interpretation of the 
wave function [8, 32, 16]. In modern mathematics which describes quantum mechanics, 
however, probability theory means nothing other than measure theory, and therefore 
any operational characterization of the notion of probability is still missing in quantum 
mechanics. In this sense, the current form of quantum mechanics is considered to be 
imperfect as a physical theory which must stand on operational means. 

1.1 The previous works 

In our former works [20, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29], based on the toolkit of algorithmic ran-
domness, we presented a refinement of the Born rule as an alternative rule to it, for aiming 
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at making quantum mechanics operationally perfect. i.e., for specifying the property of 

the results of quantum measurements in an operational way. Algorithmic randomness, 

also known as algorithmic information theory, is a field of mathematics which enables us 

to consider the randomness of an individual infinite sequence [19, 14, 4, 15, 18, 5, 17, 9]. 

We used the notion of Ma』in-Lofrandomness with respect to Bernoulli measure [15] to 

present the refinement of the Born rule. We then presented an operational refinement 

of the Born rule for mixed states, as an alternative rule to it, based on algorithmic ran-

domness. In particular, we gave a precise definition for the notion of mixed state. We 

then showed that all of the refined rules of the Born rule for both pure states and mixed 

states can be derived from a single postulate, called the principle of typicality, in a unified 

manner. We did this from the point of view of the many-worlds interpretation of quan-

tum mechanics. Finally, we made an application of our framework to the BB84 quantum 

key distribution protocol in order to demonstrate how properly our framework works in 

practical problems in quantum mechanics, based on the principle of typicality. See the 

work [29] for the detail of the framework based on the principle of typicality. 

1.2 Contribution of the paper 

In this paper, we make an application of our framework based on the principle of typicality 
to the argument of Bell's ineq叫 ityversus quantum mechanics to refine it, in order 

to demonstrate how properly our framework works in practical problems in quantum 

mechanics. Sepecifically, in this paper, we refine and reformulate the argument of Bell's 

ineq叫 ityversus quantum mechanics, which is described in Section 2.6 "EPR and the Bell 
inequality" of Nielsen and Chuang [16]. Thus, on the one hand, we refine and reformulate 

the assumptions of local realism to lead to Bell's inequality 

〈RS〉+〈QS〉+〈RT〉-〈QT〉さ 2,

i.e., the inequality (23) below, in terms of the theory of operational characterization of 

the notion of probability by algorithmic randomness developed by Tadaki [21, 22, 26]. 
On the other hand, we refine and reformulate the corresponding紅 gumentof quantum 

mechanics to violate Bell's inequality, resulting in the equality 

〈RS〉+〈QS〉+〈RT〉-〈QT〉=2v'2, 

i.e., the equality (18) below, based on the principle of typicality. 

1.3 Organization of the paper 

The paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 with some mathematical prelim-
inaries, in particular, about measure theory and Martin-Lof randomness with respect to 

an arbitrary probability measure. We then review the notion of Martin-Lo£randomness 
with respect to an arbitrary Bernoulli measure, called the Martin-Lo] P-mndomness in 

this paper, in Section 3. In Section 4 we summarize the theorems and notions on Martin-

Lof P-randomness from Tadaki [21, 22, 26], which are need to establish the contributions 

of this paper presented in Sections 7 and 8. In Section 5 we review the central postulates 

of the conventional quantum mechanics according to Nielsen and Chuang [16]. In Sec-

tion 6 we review the framework of the principle of typicality, which was introduced by 
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Tadaki [24, 29]. In Sections 7 and 8, we describe the contributions of this paper. On the 
one hand, in Section 7, we refine and reformulate the argument of quantum mechanics 
to violate Bell's inequality, based on the principle of typicality. On the other hand, in 
Section 8, we refine and reformulate the assumptions of local realism to lead to Bell's 
inequality, in terms of the theory of operational characterization of the notion of prob-
ability by algorithmic randomness developed by Tadaki [21, 22, 26]. We conclude this 
paper with summary in Section 9. 

2 Mathematical preliminaries 

2.1 Basic notation and definitions 

We start with some notation about numbers and strings which will be used in this paper. 
#Sis the cardinality of S for any set S. N = {O, 1, 2, 3, ... } is the set of natural numbers, 
and N+ is the set of positive integers. 

An alphabet is a non-empty finite set. Let D be an arbitrary alphabet throughout the 

rest of this subsection. A finite string over D is a finite sequence of elements from the 
alphabet D. We use D* to denote the set of all finite strings over D, which contains the 
empty string denoted by入.For anyび En•, ICJI is the length ofび. Therefore l>-1 = 0. A 
subset S of D* is called prefix-free if no string in S is a prefix of another string in S. 

An infinite sequence over D is an infinite sequence of elements from the alphabet D, 
where the sequence is infinite to the right but finite to the left. We use D00 to denote the 
set of all infinite sequences over D. 

Let a E D00. For any n E N we denote by a In E D* the first n elements in the infinite 
sequence a, and for any n E町 wedenote by a(n) the nth element in a. Thus, for 

example, af4= a(l)a(2)a(3)a(4), and af0=入

For any s C n・, the set {a E D00 IヨnE N a inE S} is denoted by [St. Note 
that (i) [St C [Ti-< for every S C T C D*, and (ii) for every set S C D* there exists a 
prefix-free set P C  D* such that [St= [Pt. For any CJ ED*, we denote by [びtthe set 
[{ (J }]ご i.e.,the set of all infinite sequences over D extending CJ. Therefore [入t= D00. 

2.2 Martin-Lof randomness with respect to an arbitrary prob-

ability measure 

We briefly review measure theory according to Nies [17, Section 1.9]. See also Billings-
ley [2] for measure theory in general. 

Let fl be an arbitrary alphabet. A real-valued functionμdefined on the class of all 
subsets of 000 is called an outer measure on 000 if the following conditions hold: 

(i)μ(0) = O; 

(ii)μ(C) ::::; μ('D) for every subsets C and'D of 000 with C C'D; 

(iii)μ(Uぶ)<区μ(C;)for every sequence {C;};EN of subsets of 000. 

A probability measure representation over fl is a function r : fl*→ [O, 1] such that 

(i) r(入） = 1 and 
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(ii) for everyび En• it holds that 

r(u) = L r(ua). (1) 
aE!l 

A probability me邸 urerepresentation r over n induces an outer me邸 ureμron佗 inthe 

following manner: A subset R, of炉 iscalled open if R = [St for some S c D*. Let 
r be an arbitrary probability measure representation over n. For each open subset A of 

n=, we defineμr(A) by 

μr(A) :=区r(u),
びEE

where E is a prefix-free subset of D* with [E]--< = A. Due to the equality (1) the sum 
is independent of the choice of the prefix-free set E, and therefore the value凸 (A)is 

well-defined. Then, for any subset C of n=, we define凸 (C)by 

叫C):= inf{μr(A) C C A & A is an open subset of炉｝．

We can then show thatμr is an outer measure on企 suchthatμ ぶ抒） = 1. 

A class F of subsets of n= is called au-field on炉 ifF includes炉， isclosed under 

complements, and is closed under the formation of countable unions. The Borel class Bn 

is the u-field generated by all open sets on n=. N皿 ely,the Borel class Bn is defined as 
the intersection of all the a-fields on n= containing all open sets on n竺 Areal-valued 

functionμdefined on the Borel class Bn is called a probability measure on n= if the 
following conditions hold: 

(i)μ(0) = 0 andμ(佗） = l; 

(ii)μ(Uりi)= I:iμ(勾 forevery sequence {'D;}iEN of sets in Bn such that'D; n'Di = 0 
for all i =J j. 

Then, for every probability me邸 urerepresentation r over n, we can show that the re-

striction of the outer measureμr on n= to the Borel class Bn is a probability me邸 ure

on n=. We denote the restriction ofμr to Bn byμr just the same. 
Then it is e邸 yto see that 

μr ([が） = r(c,) (2) 

for every probability measure representation r over n and every a E n•. The probability 
measureμr is called a probability measure induced by the probability measure representa-

tion r. 

Now, we introduce the notion of Ma廿in-Lofrandomness [15] in a general setting, as 

follows. 

Definition 2.1 (Martin-Lof randomness with respect to a probability measure). Let n 
be an alphabet, and letμbe a probability measure on n00. A subset C of印 X fl* is 

called a Ma廿in-Loftest with respect toμif C is a recursively enumerable set, and 

μ([C月-<)< 2―n (3) 

for every n E N+, where Cn denotes the set { (J'I (n, び） EC}. 
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For any a E 000, we say that a is Martin-Lo] random with respect toμif 

00 

atf-n[c』-<
n=l 

for every Martin-Lof test C with respect toμ. 口

3 Martin-Lof P-randomness 

The principle of typicality, Postulate 5 below, is stated by means of the notion of Martin-
Lof randomness with respect to an arbitrary probability measure introduced in the preced-

ing section. However, in many situations of the applications of the principle of typicality, 
such as in a contribution of this paper described in Section 7, a more restricted notion is 

used where the probability measure is chosen to be a Bernoulli measure. Specifically, the 
notion of Martin-Lo! randomness with respect to a Bernoulli measure is used in many 
situations of the applications. Thus, in order to introduce this notion, we first review the 

notions of finite probability space and Bernoulli measure. 

Definition 3.1 (Finite probability space). Let D be an alphabet. A finite probability 
space on n is a function p: n→ [O, 1] such that 

(i) P(a) 2" 0 for every a ED, and 

(ii)~aEO P(a) = 1. 

The set of all finite probability spaces on D is denoted by lP(D). 
Let PE lP(D). The set Dis called the sample space of P, and elements of Dare called 

sample points or elementary events of P. For each A C D, we define P(A) by 

P(A) := L P(a). 
aEA 

A subset of n is called an event on P, and P(A) is called the probability of A for every 
event A on P. ロ

Let n be an alphabet, and let P E lP(!:1). For each O'E n*, we use P(O') to de-

note P(0'1)P(0'2) ... P(叩） where (J'= 0'10'2 ... O'n with O'i E !:1. Therefore P(入） = 1, in 
particular. For each subset S of n•, we use P(S) to denote 

LP(a). 
<YES 

Therefore P(0) = 0, in particular. 
Consider a function r : 釘→ [O, 1] such that r(び） = P(び） for everyびErl*. It is 

then easy to see that the function r is a probability measure representation over rl. The 
probability measureμr induced by r is called a Bernoulli measure on 000, denoted入p.

The Bernoulli measure入p on 000 satisfies that 

知（［びt)= P(O') (4) 
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for every u E !:1*, which follows from (2). 

The notion of Martin-Lo! randomness with respect to a Bernoulli measure is defined as 

follows. We call it the Martin-Lo! ?-randomness, since it depends on a finite probability 

space P. This notion was, in essence, introduced by Martin詞 f[15], as well as the notion 
of Martin-Lof randomness with respect to Lebesgue measure. 

Definition 3.2 (Martin-Lof ?-randomness, Martin-Lof [15]). Let n be an alphabet, and 

let PE lP'(!:1). For any a E !:100, we say that a is Martin-Lof P-random if a is Martin-Lof 

random with respect to入p. ロ

4 The properties of Martin-Lof P-randomness 

In order to obtain the results in this paper, we need several theorems and notions on 

Martin-Lo£?-randomness from Tadaki [21, 22, 26]. Originally, these theorems and no-
tions played a key part in developing the theory of operational characterization of the 

notion of probability based on Martin-Lof ?-randomness in Tadaki [21, 22, 26]. We 

enumerate these theorems and notions in this section. 

4.1 The law of large numbers 

The following theorem shows that the law of large numbers holds for an arbitrary Martin-

恥 f?-randomness infinite sequence. For the proof of Theorem 4.2, see Tadaki [26, The-

orem 11]. 

Theorem 4.1 (The law of large numbers, Tadaki [21]). Let D be an alphabet, and let 

PE IP'(D). For every a E D00, if a is Martin-Lo! P-random then for every a En it holds 
that 

lim 
兄（叫）

= P(a), 
n→ = n 

where N, 虚） denotes the number of the occu汀 encesof a in CJ for every a E D and eve内
u ED*. ロ

4.2 Conditional probability 

The notion of conditional probability in a finite probability space can be represented by 

the notion of Martin-Lof P-randomness in a natural manner as follows. 

First, we recall the notion of conditional probability in a finite probability space. Let 

n be an alphabet, and let P E IP'(O). Let B C n be an event on the finite probability 

space P. Suppose that P(B) > 0. Then, for each event A c n, the conditional probability 
of A given B, denoted P(AIB), is defined as P(AnB)/ P(B). This notion defines a finite 

probability space PB E IP'(B) such that PB(a) = P({a}IB) for every a EB. 
When an infinite sequence a E 000 contains infinitely many elements from B, 

Filtereds (a) 

is defined as an infinite sequence in B00 obtained from a by eliminating all elements of 

n ¥ B occurring in a. If a is Martin-Li:if P-random for the finite probability space P 
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and P(B) > 0, then a contains infinitely many elements from B due to Theorem 4.1 
above. Therefore, FilteredB (a) is properly defined in this case. Note that the notion 
of FilteredB (a) in our theory is introduced by Tadaki [21], suggested by the notion of 
partition in the theory of collectives introduced by von Mises [31] (see Tadaki [26] for the 
detail). 

We can then show Theorem 4.2 below, which states that Martin-Lof P-random se-
quences are closed under conditioning. For the proof of Theorem 4.2, see Tadaki [26, 
Theorem 18]. 

Theorem 4.2 (Closure property under conditioning, Tadaki [21]). Let n be an alphabet, 
and let PE lP'(n). Let B C n be an event on the finite probability space P with P(B) > 0. 
For every a E n00, if a is Martin-Lof P-random then FilteredB (a) is Martin-Lof P圧

random for the finite probability space PB・ロ

4.3 Independence of Martin-Lof P-random infinite sequences 

Tadaki [22] proposed the notion of independence of Martin-Lo£?-random infinite se-
quences. This notion is introduced in the following manner: Let D1, ... , DK be alphabets. 

For any a1 E D1, ... 心 KED芹， weuse 

0:1 X ... X 0:K 

to denote an infinite sequence a over !J1 x・ ・ ・x QK such that 

a(n) = (a1(n), ... , aK(n)) 

for every n E fi!+. On the other hand, for any Pi E IP'(Oリ，..., PK E IP'(OK), we use 

Pi X ... X PK 

to denote a finite probability space Q E IP'(01 x・ ・ ・x OK) such that 

Q(aぃ．．．，紐）＝尺(a1)・ ・ ・PK(aK) 

for every a1 E !11, ... , aK E DK. 

Definition 4.3 (Independence of Martin-Lof P-random infinite sequences, Tadaki [22]). 
Let切，..., nK be alphabets, and let Pi E lP'(D1), ... , PK E lP'(D叫. For each k = 
1, ... , K, let ak be a Martin-Lof Pk-random infinite sequence over nk. We say that 

a1, ... , aK are independent if a1 x・ ・ ・x aK is Martin-Lof Pi x・ ・ ・x Pwrandom. ロ

Note that the notion of the independence of Martin-Lof P-random infinite sequences 

is introduced by Tadaki [22], suggested by the notion of independence of collectives in 
the theory of collectives introduced by von Mises [31] (see Tadaki [26] for the detail). 

5 Postulates of quantum mechanics 

In this section, we review the central postulates of (the conventional) quantum mechanics. 
For simplicity, in this paper we consider the postulates of quantum mechanics for a 
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finite-dimensional quantum system, i.e., a quantum system whose state space is a finite-
dimensional Hilbert space. Nielsen and Chuang [16] treat thoroughly the postulates of 
(the conventional) quantum mechanics in the finite-dimensional case, as a text book of the 

field of quantum computation and quantum information in which such a case is typical. 

In this paper we refer to the postulates of the conventional quantum mechanics in the 

form presented in Nielsen and Chuang [16, Chapter 2]. 
The first postulate of quantum mechanics is about state space and state vector. 

Postulate 1 (State space and state vector). Associated to any isolated physical system 

is a complex vector space with inner product (that is, a Hilbert space) known as the state 

space of the system. The system is completely described by its state vector, which is a 
umt vector m the system s state space. ロ

The second postulate of quantum mechanics is about the composition of systems. 

Postulate 2 (Composition of systems). The state space of a composite physical system is 

the tensor product of the state spaces of the component physical systems. Moreover, if we 

have systems numbered 1 through n, and system number i is prepared in the state IWふ
then the joint state of the total system is IW1〉@I動〉 R・・・RIW立ロ

The third postulate of quantum mechanics is about the time-evolution of closed quan-

tum systems. 

Postulate 3 (Unitary time-evolution). The evolution of a closed quantum system is 

described by a unitary transformation. That is, the state I叱〉 ofthe system at time t1 is 

related to the state I動〉 ofthe system at time t2 by a unitary operator U, which depends 

only on the times t1 and t2, in such a way that I叱〉 =UI叱 〉 ． ロ

The forth postulate of quantum mechanics is about measurements on quantum sys-

tems. This is the so-called Born rule, i.e, the probability interyretation of the wave func-
tion. 

Postulate 4 (The Born rule). A quantum measurement is described by a collection 

{~』mE!1 of measurement operators which satisfy the completeness equation, 

L MよMm=I.
mEfl 

These are operators acting on the state space of the system being measured. The set of 

possible outcomes of the measurement equals the finite set n. If the state of the quantum 
system is I ¥[I〉immediatelybefore the measurement then the probability that result m 

occurs is given by 

〈剣狐M喜〉，

and the state of the system after the measurement is 

M謂〉

《〈'111M』M護〉．

ロ
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Thus, the Born rule, Postulate 4, uses the notion of probability. However, the oper-

ational characterization of the notion of probability is not given in the Born rule, and 

therefore the relation of its statement to a specific infinite sequence of outcomes of quan-

tum measurements which are being generated by an infinitely repeated measurements is 

unclear. Tadaki [20, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29] fixed this point. 
In this paper as well as our former works [20, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29], we keep Pos-

tulates 1, 2, and 3 in their original forms without any modifications. The principle of 

typicality, Postulate 5 below, is proposed as a refinement of Postulate 4 to replace it, 
based on the notion of Martin-Lo! randomness with respect to a probability measure. 

6 The principle of typicality 

In what follows, we review the framework of the principle of typicality introduced by 

Tadaki [24]. It is a refinement of the many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics 

(MWI, for short) introduced by Everett [11] in 1957. More specifically, Tadaki [24] refined 
the argument of MWI by adding the principle of typicality to it. For the detail of the 

difference between the framework of the principle of typicality and that of the original 

MWI, see Tadaki [29]. 
To begin with, we review the framework of MWI introduced by Everett [11]. Actually, 

we review the reformulation of the original framework of MW! in a form of mathematical 

rigor, which was developed by Tadaki [29] from a modern point of view. The point of the 

rigorous treatment of the framework of MWI by Tadaki [29] is the use of the notion of 
probability measure representation and its induction of probability measure, as presented 

in Subsection 2.2. 
We stress that MWI is more than just an interpretation of quantum mechanics. It aims 

to derive Postulate 4, the Born rule, from the remaining postulates, i.e., Postulates 1, 
2, and 3. In this sense, Everett [11] proposed MWI as a "metatheory" of quantum 

mechanics. The point is that in MWI the measurement process is fully treated as the 

interaction between a system being measured and an apparatus measuring it, based only 

on Postulates 1, 2, and 3. Then MWI tries to derive Postulate 4 in such a setting. 

Now, according to Tadaki [29], let us investigate the setting of MWI in terms of our 

terminology in a form of mathematical rigor. Let S be an arbitrary quantum system with 
state space 1{ of finite dimension. Consider a measurement over S described by arbitrary 

measurement operators { Mm}mE!1 satisfying the completeness equation, 

と狐Mm=I. (5) 
mES1 

Here, D is the set of all possible outcomes of the measurement.1 Let A be an apparatus 

performing the measurement described by { M』mEO,which is a quantum system with 

state space記 Accordingto Postulates 1, 2, and 3, the measurement process of the 

1The set n is finite, and therefore it is an alphabet. 
2The dimension of the state space H of the apparatus A is not necessarily finite. Even in the case 

where the state space H is of infinite dimension, the mathematical subtleness which arises from the 
infinite dimensionality does not matter, to the extent of our treatment of打 andoperators on it in this 
paper. 
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measurement described by the measurement operators { Mm}mEf1 is described by a unitary 
operator U such that 

u1w〉Q9I <I>init〉=L(M喜〉）⑭|帥[m]〉 (6) 
mE!1 

for every 1w〉E1i (von Neumann [32], Tadaki [29]). Actually, U describes the interaction 
between the system S and the堕paratusA. The vector l<I>init〉EH is the initial state of 
the apparatus A, and l<I>[m]〉E1i is a final state of the apparatus A for each m E n, with 
〈<I>[m]l<I>[m']〉=c5m,m'・For every m E n, the state l<I>[m]〉indicatesthat the apparatus 
A records the value m as the measurement outcome. By the unitary interaction (6) as a 

measurement process, a correlation (i.e., entanglement) is generated between the system 
and the apparatus. 

In the framework of MWI, we consider countably infinite copies of the system S, and 
consider a countably infinite repetition of the measurements described by the identical 

measurement operators { Mm}mE!1 performed over each of such copies in a sequential 
order, where each of the measurements is described by the unitary time-evolution (6). 
As repetitions of the measurement progressed, correlations between the systems and the 
apparatuses are being generated in sequence in the superposition of the total system 
consisting of the systems and the apparatuses. The detail is described as follows. 

For each n E N+, let Sn be the nth copy of the system S andふ thenth copy of the 
apparatus A. Eachふ isprepared in a state I此〉 whileall An are prepared in an identical 
state I <I>init〉.The measurement described by the measurement operators { Mm}mE!1 is 
performed over each Sn one by one in the increasing order of n, by interacting each Sn 
with An according to the unitary time-evolution (6). For each n E N+, let凡 bethe 
state space of the total system consisting of the first n copies S1, A1, S公ふ...,Sn,An 
of the system S and the apparatus A. These successive interactions between the copies 
of the system S and the apparatus A as measurement processes proceed in the following 
manner: 

The starting state of the total system, which consists of S1 andふ is1wり@l<I>init〉E

1{1. Immediately after the measurement described by {Mm}mE!1 over S1, the total system 
results in the state 

L(Mm, 向） 01的[m1]〉E1l1 
m1EO 

by the interaction (6) as a measurement process. In general, immediately before per-
forming the measurement described by { Mm}mE!1 over Sn, the state of the total system, 

which consists of S1, A1, S2, A公..., Sn, Ar,, is 

L (Mm, 向）⑳ ・・・ R(M叫,lwn-1〉)RIWn〉Rl<I>[叫〉R...⑳ l<I>[mn-1]〉Rl<I>init〉
m1, …，mn-1E!1 

in知， wherelw砂isthe initial state of Sn and I <I>init〉isthe initial state of Ar,. Immediately 
after the measurement described by { Mm}mE!1 over Sn, the total system results in the 
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state 

L (Mm1圏〉）⑭ ・・・ @(M叫田〉） @I帥[m1]〉⑭ ・・・@I的[m』〉
m1, …, mnE!1 

L (Mm1団〉）⑳・・・⑧ (M叫田〉）01的[m1... m』〉 (7) 
m1, …, mnE!1 

in叫 bythe interaction (6) as a measurement process between the system Sn pre-

pared in the state I叫〉 andthe apparatus An prepared in the state l<I>init〉.The vec-

tor l<I>[m1 ... m』〉 denotesthe vector l<I>[m1]〉R...Rl<I>[m』〉 whichrepresents the state 

ofぶ..., An. This state indicates that the apparatuses A1, ... , An record the values 
叫...mn as the measurement outcomes over S1, ... , Sn, respectively. 

In the superposition (7), on letting n→ oo, the length of the records m1 ... 叫 ofthe 
values as the measurement outcomes in the apparatusesふ．．．，ふ divergesto infinity. 

The consideration of this limiting case results in the definition of a world. Namely, a world 

is defined as an infinite sequence of records of the values as the measurement outcomes in 

the apparatuses. Thus, in the case described so far, a world is an infinite sequence over 

0, and the finite records m1 ... mn in each state l<I>[m1 ... m』〉 inthe superposition (7) 

of the total system is a prefix of a world. 

Then, for aiming at deriving Postulate 4, MWI assigns "weight" to each of worlds. 

Namely, it introduces a probability measure on the set of all worlds in the following 

manner: First, MWI introduces a probability measure representation on the set of prefixes 
of worlds, i.e., the set O* in this case. This probability measure representation is given 

by a function r: O*→ [O, 1] with 

n 

r(m1 ... mn) = IJ〈W叫仇M叫出〉， (8) 
k=l 

which is the square of the norm of each state (M加 1叱〉）R・・・⑧(M叫団〉）@l<I>[m1 ... m』〉
in the superposition (7). Using the completeness equation (5), it is easy to check that 

r is certainly a probability measure representation over !.1. We call the probability mea— 

sure representation r the measure representation for the prefixes of worlds. Then MWI 
tries to derive Postulate 4 by adopting the probability measure induced by the measure 

representation r for the prefixes of worlds as the probability measure on the set of all 

worlds. 

We summarize the above consideration and clarify the definitions of the notion of 

world and the notion of the measure representation for the prefixes of worlds as in the 
following. 

Definition 6.1 (The measure representation for the prefixes of worlds, Tadaki [29]). 
Consider an arbitrary finite-dimensional quantum system S and a measurement over S 

described by arbitrary measurement operators { Mm}mEn, where the measurement process 

is described by (6) as an interaction of the system S with an apparatus A. We suppose 

the following situation: 

(i) There arc countably infinite copies S1, S2, S3 ... of the system S and countably 

infinite copies A1, A2, Aぁ.. . of the apparatus A. 
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(ii) For each n EN+, the system Sn is prepared in a state団〉，3while the apparatus An 

is prepared in a state I <P;nit〉,and then the measurement described by { Mm}mE!1 is 
performed over Sn by interacting it with the apparatus An according to the unitary 
time-evolution (6). 

(iii) Starting the measurement described by { Mm}mE!1 over S1, the measurement de-

scribed by {Mm}m叩 overeach Sn is performed in the increasing order of n. 

We then note that, for each n E N+, immediately after the measurement described by 

{M』疇 overSn, the state of the total system consisting of S凶ぶふ..., Sn, An is 

向〉：= L l8(m1,--・, 叫）〉，
m1, ... ,mnE!1 

where 

l8(m1, ... , rr伍）〉：= (Mm1l'1り〉） @・ ・ ・@ (Mmnl¥j伶〉） Rl<P[m1]〉R・..Rl<P[m』〉.

The vectors M叩団〉，...,M叫出〉 arestates of S1, ... , Sn, respectively, and the vectors 

l<I>[m1l〉,••• , l<I>[m』〉 arestates ofぶ..., An, respectively. The state vector 18砂ofthe 

total system is normalized while each of the vectors {l8(m1, ... , mn)〉}叩，…，m咋 nis not 
necessarily normalized. Then, the measure representation for the prefixes of worlds is 

defined as a function p: O*→ [O, 1] such that 

p(m1 ... 叫）＝〈8(m1,... , mn)l8(m1, ... , 叫）〉 (9) 

for every n E酎 andevery mぃ．．．，叫 ED. Moreover, an infinite sequence over D, i.e., 
an infinite sequence of possible outcomes of the measurement described by { Mm}mE!1, is 

called a world. ロ

As mentioned above, the original MWI by Everett [11] aimed to derive the Born rule, 

i.e., Postulate 4, from the remaining postulates. However, it would seem impossible to 

do this for several reasons. See Tadaki [29] for these reasons. Instead, it is appropriate 

to introduce an additional postulate in the framework of MWI, in order to overcome the 

defect of the original MWI and to make quantum mechanics operationally perfect. Thus, 

we put forward the following postulate. 

Postulate 5 (The principle of typicality, Tadaki [24]). Our world is typical. Namely, 
our world is Martin-Lof random with respect to the probability measure on the set of all 

worlds, induced by the measure representation for the prefixes of worlds, in the super-

position of the total system which consists of systems being measured and apparatuses 
measuring them. ロ

For the comprehensive arguments of the validity of the principle of typicality, see 

Tadaki [29]. For example, based on the results of Tadaki [21, 22, 26], we can see that 
Postulate 5 is certainly a refinement of Postulate 4, the Born rule, from the point of view 

of our intuitive understanding of the notion of probability. 

3In Definition 6.1, all I叫〉 arenot required to be an identical state. In the application of the principle 
of typicality in this paper, which is presented in Section 7, all l'1'n〉arechosen to be an identical state. 
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7 Refinement of the argument of quantum mechanics 

to violate Bell's inequality 

In this section, based on the principle of typicality, we refine and reformulate that argu-
ment of quantum mechanics to violate Bell's inequality which is given in Section 2.6 of 

Nielsen and Chuang [16]. Thus, according to Nielsen and Chuang [16, Section 2.6], we 

consider Protocol 7.1 below due to Bell [1], Clauser, et al. [6], and Nielsen and Chuang [16]. 

First, we fix some notation. Let IO〉and11〉bean orthonormal basis of the state space 

of a single qubit system. Based on them we define a state I+〉ofa system of a single 

qubit by 

I+〉：＝ 10〉+11〉
v'2' 

and define the Bell state 1(311〉ofa system of two qubits by 

l/311〉:＝
10〉R11〉-11〉R10〉

⑫ • 

Pauli matrices X, Y, Z are defined by 

X:= (『 ~)'y := (~。i)'z := (~ ~1) 

We deal with four observables R, Q, S, T of a system of a single qubit defined by the 
following way:4 

1 1 1 1 
X +  Z. R:=X, Q:=Z, S:=--X--Z T:=-- -

J2 J2' J2 J2 

Protocol 7.1. The protocol involves three parties, Charlie, Alice, and Bob. They to-

gether repeat the following procedure forever. 

Step 1: Charlie prepares a quantum system of two qubits in the state l/311〉.

Step 2: Charlie passes the first qubit to Alice, and the second qubit to Bob. 

Then Alice and Bob do the following respectively. On the one hand, Alice does the 

following: 

Step A3: Alice tosses a fair coin C to get outcome c E { 0, 1}. 

Step A4: Alice performs the measurement of either R or Q over the first qubit to obtain 

outcome m E {-1, 1}, depending on c = 0 or 1. 

On the other hand, Bob does the following: 

Step B3: Bob tosses a fair coin D to get outcome d E {O, 1}. 

Step B4: Bob performs the measurement of either Sor T over the second qubit to obtain 

outcome n E {-1, 1}, depending on d = 0 or 1. 

4We intentionally put R before Q at variance with Alphabetical order, but we use the same notation 
exactly as in Section 2.6 of Nielsen and Chuang [16]. 
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While repeating the above procedure forever, Alice and Bob together calculate the con-

ditional averages〈RS〉,〈QS〉,〈RT〉,and〈QT〉,which are defined by the equations (17) 
or the equations (21) below and whose meaning is explained below. ロ

In what follows, we analyze Protocol 7.1 in our framework of quantum mechanics 

based on the principle of typicality, Postulate 5, together with Postulates 1, 2, and 3. To 

complete this, we have to implement everything in Steps Al and A2 and Steps Bl and 

B2 of Protocol 7.1 by unitary time-evolution. 

7.1 Unitary implementation of all steps by Alice and Bob 

We denote the system of the first qubit which Charlie sends to Alice in Step 2 byふ
with state space 1iA, and denote the system of the second qubit which Charlie sends to 

Bob in Step 2 by珈 withstate space加.We analyze Steps Al and A2 and Steps Bl 

and B2 of Protocol 7.1 in our framework of quantum mechanics based on the principle 

of typicality. In particular, we realize each of the coin tossings in Steps A3 and B3 by a 

measurement of the observable 11〉〈11over a system of a single qubit in the state I+〉.We 

will then describe all the measurement processes during Steps Al and A2 and Steps Bl 

and B2 as a single unitary interaction between systems and apparatuses. 

On the one hand, each of Steps A3 and A4 by Alice is implemented by a unitary 
time-evolution in the following manner: 

Unitary implementation of Step A3 by Allice. To realize the coin tossing by Alice 

in Step A3 of Protocol 7.1 we make use of a measurement over a single qubit system. 

Namely, to implement the Step A3 we introduce a single qubit system QA3 with state 

space 1{A3, and perform a me邸 urementover the system QA3 described by a unitary 

time-evolution: 

UA3lc〉⑭ I <I>閃it〉=le〉@l<I>A3[c]〉

for every c E {O, 1}, where le〉EHA3-The vector l<I>)問〉 isthe initial state of an apparatus 

AA3me邸 uringQA3, and l<I>A3[c]〉isa final state of the apparatus AA3 for each c E {O, 1 }.5 

Prior to the me邸 urement,the system QA3 is prepared in the state I+〉E1{A3・ 

Unitary implementation of Step A4 by Alice. Let {E岱m}and { Ef m} be the 
collections of projectors corresponding to the observables Rand Q, respectively. Namely, 

we have 

R=e岱+I-E岱-u Q = Ef+i -Eむ・
The switching of these two types of measurements in Step A4, depending on the outcome 

c in Step A3, is realized by a unitary time-evolution: 

uA41e〉Rl<I>A3[c]〉=(½Ale>)®l<I>A3[c] > (10) 

for every c E {O, 1} and every state 18〉ofthe composite system consisting of the system 
QA and the apparatus AA4 explained below. The operator V:,A appearing in (10) describes 

5We assume, of course, the orthogonality of the final states lif>A3[c]〉,i.e., the property that 
⑲ A3[c] if>A3[c']〉＝ふ，c'. Furthermore, we assume the orthogonality of the finial states for each of all 
apparatuses which appear in the rest of this section. 
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a unitary time-evolution of the composite system consisting of the systemふ andan 

apparatus AA4 me邸 uringQA, and is defined by the equation: 

v;,A加〉 181I疇＝互l(Ei』心〉） 181 l<T?A4[ml〉

for every c E { 0, 1}. The vector I <I>悶り is the initial state of the apparatus AM, and 

l<l>M[叫〉 isa final state of the apparatus AA4 for each m E {O, 1}. Thus, the operator V/ 
describes the alternate measurement process of the qubit QA sent from Charlie, depending 

on the outcome c, on Alice's side. Note that the unitarity of UA4 is confirmed by the 
following theorem. 6 

Theorem 7.2. Let礼 and凡 becomplex Hilbert spaces of finite dimension. Let {団〉，．．．，
I¥J!N〉}and {I丸〉， ...'l<I>N〉}be arbitrary two orthonormal bases of1i2, and let U1, ... , UN 
be arbitrary N unitary operators on払.Then 

U := U1⑧ IWり〈<I>1I+・・・+UN Q9 IWN〉〈①刈

is a unitary operator on 1i1 1Zi 1i2, and 

U(l8〉⑧ ①砂） = (Ukl8〉)@IW砂

for every 18〉E1i1 and every k = l, ... , N. 

Proof. See Tadaki [29, Theorem 14.1] for the proof. 口

The sequential applications of U A3 and U A4 result in: 

U履〉R心〉⑧ ゆ悶〉=c~l~ 苫YE墨旱）1剌） igi I知 [c]〉⑭ l<t>A4[ml〉 (11) 

for every liI! 〉E1lA3RHA, where Ee := le〉〈cl-
On the other hand, each of Steps B3 and B4 by Bob is implemented by a unitary 

time-evolution in a similar manner as follows: 

Unitary implementation of Step B3 by Bob. To realize the coin tossing by Bob 

in Step B3 of Protocol 7.1 we make use of a measurement over a single qubit system. 

Namely, to implement the Step B3 we introduce a single qubit system Q即 withstate 

space 1-lB3, and perform a measurement over the system QB3 described by a unitary 
time-evolution: 

UB3ld〉⑳ I <I>悶〉=Id〉Q<)I <I>B3 [ d]〉

for every d E {O, 1 }, where Id〉E1-lB3. The vector l<I>園〉 isthe initial state of an apparatus 

AB3 measuring QB3, and I <I>B3 [ d]〉isa final state of the apparatus AB3 for each d E {O, 1 }. 

Prior to the measurement, the system QB3 is prepared in the state I+〉E1-LB3・ 

6 As we mentioned in Footnote 2, the state space of an apparatus commonly has infinite dimension. 
Thus, to be precise, the unitarity of U A4 is confirmed by a theorem which is obtained by an immediate 
generalization of Theorem 7.2 over Hilbert spaces of infinite dimension. 
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Unitary implementation of Step B4 by Bob. Let{~ 贔}and {E贔}be the col-
lections of projectors corresponding to the observables S and T, respectively. Namely, 
we have 

S=E忍+1-E忍_1, T = E贔ーEf-1-

The switching of these two types of measurements in Step B4, depending on the outcome 
d in Step B3, is realized by a unitary time-evolution: 

UB4」0〉@l<I>B3[d]〉=(Vlle〉)@ l<I>B3[d]〉 (12) 

for every d E {O, 1} and every state 18〉ofthe composite system consisting of the system 
伽 andthe apparatus AB4 explained below. The operator Vl appearing in (12) describes 
a unitary time-evolution of the composite system consisting of the system伽 andan 
apparatus AB4 measuring QB, and is defined by the equation: 

Vl加〉 Q$)I 1>悶〉 =~(E伽心〉）⑭ |知[n]〉
n=土1

for every d E {O, 1}. The vector I叫問〉 isthe initial state of the apparatus A84, and 
ゆ叫n]〉isa final state of the apparatus A84 for each n E { 0, 1}. Thus, the operator Vc8 
describes the alternate measurement process of the qubit伽 sentfrom Charlie, depending 
on the outcome d, on Bob's side. 

The sequential applications of U83 and U84 result in: 

U贔〉Rゆ醤〉 Rl<I>悶〉＝区 L((E尋 E幻I的） RI知 [d]〉Rl<I>B4[n]〉 (13) 
d=O,I n=土1

for every 1'1! 〉E1-lB3 01-lB, where Ed is the same as before. 
Now, let us consider a single unitary time-evolution UAB which describes all the 

measurement processes over the composite system consisting of QA3, QA, QB3, and QB, 
According to Postulates 2 and 3, we have that 

UAB(l8心010釘） = (UAIE以〉） 0 (UBl8B〉）

for every state 18心ofthe composite system consisting of the systems QA3 andふ and
the apparatus AA3 and AA4 and every state回〉 ofthe composite system consisting of 
the systems QB3 and伽 andthe apparatus AB3 and AB4. Therefore, for each 1'1! 心E

1-lA3 01-lA and 1'1! B〉E1-lB3 01-lB, using (11) and (13) we see that 

uAB (lwA〉@IWB〉@l≪I>init〉)

= (UAl'lは〉 @l≪I>雰〉 @l≪I>雰〉） 0 (UBド％〉 @l≪I>盟〉 @l≪I>盟〉）

L ((Ef@E;f @Etm幻況） (lwA〉@IWB〉）） 01砂，d,m,n]〉,
(c,d,m,n)Efl 

where n denotes the alphabet {0,1}2 x {+1,-1}巴l≪I>init〉denotesゆ情〉 0l≪I>加〉R
ゆ咄〉 0 cl>]盟〉， andl≪I>[c, d, m, n]〉denotesl<t》A3[c]〉0lct》B3[d]〉0lct》A4[m]〉@l≪I>B4[n]〉for
each (c, d, m, n) E n. It follows from the linearity of U AB that 

uAB (lw〉⑭ l≪I>init〉)= L ((E尺 E;f0 E~ 心慮E忍n)1'1! 〉)Rゆ[c,d,m,n]〉.
(c,d,m,n)Efl 
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for every 1w〉E1iA3 C>91iB3 C>91iA C>91iB-This UAB describes the unitary time-evolution 
of Alice and Bob in the repeated once of the infinite repetition of that procedure in 
Protocol 7.1, which consists of the four steps: Steps A3 and A4 on Alice's side and 
Steps B3 and B4 on Bob's side. Totally, prior to the application of UAB, the total system 
consisting of QA3, QB3, QA and QB is prepared in the state 

li:r,-init〉:=I+〉@I+〉@lf3u〉.

7.2 Application of the principle of typicality 

The operator U AB applying to the initial state I winit〉describethe repeated once of the 

infinite repetition of the measurements in Protocol 7.1, where the execution of Steps A3 
and A4 and Steps B3 and B4 is infinitely repeated. Actually, we can check that a 
collection 

{E10Ef⑳ Eim 0 E閉n}(c,d,m,n)E!1 
(14) 

forms measurement operators. Thus, the total application UAB of UA3, UA4, UB3, and 
UB4 can be regarded as a single measurement which is described by the measurement 
operators (14) and whose all possible outcomes form the set 0. 

Hence, we can apply Definition 6.1 to this scenario of the setting of measurements. 
Therefore, according to Definition 6.1, we can see that a world is an infinite sequence over 

n and the probability measure induced by the measure representation for the prefixes of 
worlds is a Bernoulli measure入P on 000, where P is a finite probability space on O such 

that P(c, d, m, n) is the square of the norm of the state 

((E1⑧ EffREim⑧ E忍n)1winit〉)Rl<I>[c,d, m, n]〉

for every (c, d, m, n) E S1. Here S1 is the set of all possible records of the apparatus in the 
repeated once of the measurements. Let us calculate the explicit form of P(c, d, m, n). It 
is easy to see that 

1 _ cd 

P(c d 
(1) mn 

, ,m,n) =畔＋⑫ ］ (15) 

for every (c, d, m, n) ED. 
Now, let us apply Postulate 5, the principle of typicality, to the setting of measure-

ments developed above. Let a be our world in the infinite repetition of the measurements 
in the above setting. This a is an infinite sequence over D consisting of records in the 
apparatuses which is being generated by the infinite repetition of the measurements de-
scribed by the measurement operators (14) in the above setting. Since the Bernoulli 
measure入P on D00 is the probability measure induced by the measure representation for 
the prefixes of worlds in the above setting, it follows from Postulate 5 that a is Martin-Lo! 
P-random. 

7.3 Equality among the conditional averages by quantum me-

chanics 

For each c, d E {O, 1}, we use H(c, d) to denote the set {(c, d, m, n) Im=士l&n=士1}. 
Let c, d E {O, 1 }. The set H(c, d) consists of all records of the apparatuses AA3, A83, AA4, 
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and AB4, in a repeated once of the procedure in Protocol 7.1, where Alice gets the out-
come c in Step A3 and Bob gets the outcome d in Step B3. It follows from (15) that 
P(H(c, d)) = 1/4, as expected from the point of view of the conventional quantum me-
chanics, and moreover 

P(c, d, m, n) l (-l)cdmn 

P(H(c, d)) = 4 [ y'2 ] 
Ps(c,d)(c, d, m, n) = l + (16) 

for every m,n E {+1,-1}. Let ac,d := FilteredH(c,d)(a). Then, since a is Martin-Lof 
P-random, using Theorem 4.2 we have that ac,d is Martin-Lof PH(c,d)-random for the 

finite probability space PH(c,d) on H(c, d). Recall that Filteredリ(c,~) (a) is defined as an 
infinite sequence over the alphabet H(c, d) obtained from a by ehmmating all elements of 
n ¥ H(c, d) occurring in a. In other words, ac,d is the subsequence of a consisting only of 
results that Alice gets the outcome c in Step A3 and Bob gets the outcome d in Step B3. 
For each k E fir+, we denote the kth element ac,d(k) of the subsequence ac,d as 

O!c,d(k) = (c, d, mc,d(k), 糾，d(k)).

In this manner, we introduce infinite sequences mc,d and nc,d over { + 1, -1 }. The sequence 
mc,d is the infinite sequence of outcomes of the measurements by Alice in Step A4 over 
the infinite repetition of the procedure in Protocol 7.1 in our world, conditioned that Alice 
gets the outcome c in Step A3 and Bob gets the outcome d in Step B3. Similarly, the 
sequence nc,d is the infinite sequence of outcomes of the measurements by Bob in Step B4 
over the infinite repetition of the procedure in Protocol 7.1 in our world, conditioned that 
Alice gets the outcome c in Step A3 and Bob gets the outcome d in Step B3. 

Based on the sequences mc,d and nc,d, the conditional averages〈RS〉,〈QS〉,〈RT〉,
and〈QT〉aredefined as follows: 

1 
L 

〈RS〉:＝｝四》こm。,o(k)n。,o(k), 
1 

〈QS〉:= lim -文叫，o(k)n1,o(k),
L→ ooL 

k=l 

1 
L 

〈RT〉:＝｝四IL m。,1 (k)no,1 (k), 

k=l 

1 
L 

〈QT〉:＝四悶LLm1,1(k)n1,1(k). 

(17) 

k=l k=l 

The value〈RS〉canbe interpreted as the average value of the product of outcome of the 
measurement of the observable R by Alice in Step A4 and outcome of the measurement of 

the observable S by Bob in Step B4, conditioned that Alice gets the outcome O in Step A3 
and Bob gets the outcome O in Step B3. Note here that, in Protocol 7.1, whenever Alice 
gets the outcome O she performs the measurement of Rover the first qubit in Step A4, 
and whenever Bob gets the outcome O he performs the measurement of S over the second 

qubit in Step B4. An analogous interpretation can be made for each of〈QS〉,〈RT〉,and 

〈QT〉.
The conditional averages are calculated as follows: Let c, d E {O, 1 }. Since the subse-

quence ac,d is Martin-Lof PH(c,d)-random, it follows from Theorem 4.1 and (16) that for 
every m,n =士1it holds that 

N(c,d,m,n)(ac,dfL) 1 (-l)cdmn 
｝應 L = 4 [1十 v'2 ] . 
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Recall here that N(c,d,m,n) (O:c,dに） denotes the number of the occurrences of (c, d, m, n) in 

the prefix of ac,d of length L. Therefore, we have that 

｝四［文叩，d(k)nc,d(k)
k=l 

＝｝既 ½[Ncc,d,1,1)(0:c山）+ Ncc,d,-1,-1) (O:c,dに）ー Ncc,d,1,-1)(0:c,dfL)-Ncc,d,-1,l)(a叫）］

1 
=(-ltd-

0・ 

Thus, the conditional averages〈RS〉,〈QS〉,〈RT〉,and〈QT〉arecalculated as follows: 

1 1 1 1 
〈RS〉=-〈QS〉=-〈RT〉=-〈QT〉=--

⑫’⑫’⑫' 0 ・  

Eventually, we have the following equality for the conditional averages as a result of the 

analysis of Protocol 7.1 in our framework of quantum mechanics based on the principle 

of typicality: 

〈RS〉+〈QS〉+〈RT〉-〈QT〉=2v'2. (18) 

This equality has exactly the same form as expected from the aspect of the conventional 

quantum mechanics, i.e., as the equation (2.230) in Section 2.6 of Nielsen and Chuang [16]. 

8 Refinement of the argument of local realism to lead 

to Bell's inequality 

Nielsen and Chuang [16, Section 2.6] describes an analysis for Protocol 7.1 to lead to 

Bell's inequality, based on the assumptions of local realism. In this section, we refine and 

reformulate their analysis and the assumptions of local realism, in the framework of the 

operational characterization of the notion of probability by algorithmic randomness devel-

oped via our former works [21, 22, 26]. For that purpose, first we review the framework of 

the operational characterization of the notion of probability in the following subsection. 

8.1 Op . erat10nal character1zation of the notion of probability 

The notion of probability plays an important role in almost all areas of science and 

technology. In modern mathematics, however, probability theory means nothing other 

than measure theory, and the operational characterization of the notion of probability 
is not established yet. In our former works [21, 22, 26, 30], based on the toolkit of 

algorithmic randomness we presented an operational characterization of the notion of 
probability for discrete probability spaces, including finite probability spaces. We used 

the notions of Martin-Lo! P-randomness [26] and its extension over Baire space [30] to 
present the operational characterization. 

According to Tadaki [26], in order to clarify our motivation and standpoint, and 

the meaning of the operational characterization, let us consider a familiar example of a 

probabilistic phenomenon. Specifically, we consider the repeated throwing of a fair die. 
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In this probabilistic phenomenon, as throwing progressed, a specific infinite sequence such 

as 
3, 5, 6, 3, 4, 2, 2, 3, 6, 1, 5, 3, 5, 4, 1, ........ . 

is being generated, where each number is the outcome of the corresponding throwing of 
the die. Then the following naive question may arise naturally. 

Question: What property should this infinite sequence satisfy as a proba— 

bilistic phenomenon? 

Via a series of works [21, 22, 26, 30], we tried to answer this question. We characterized 
the notion of probability as an infinite sequence of outcomes in a probabilistic phenomenon 
of a specific mathematical property. We called such an infinite sequence of outcomes the 
operational characterization of the notion of probability. As the specific mathematical 
property, we adopted the notion of Martin-Lof P-randomness. 

In our former works [21, 22, 26, 30], we put forward this proposal as a thesis, i.e., as 
Thesis 1 below. We checked the validity of the thesis based on our intuitive understanding 
of the notion of probability. Furthermore, we characterized equivalently the basic notions 
in probability theory in terms of the operational characterization. Namely, we equiva-
lently characterized the notion of the independence of random variables/events in terms 
of the operational characterization, and we represented the notion of conditional probabil-
ity in terms of the operational characterization in a natural way. The existence of these 
equivalent characterizations confirms further the validity of the thesis. See Tadaki [26, 30] 
for the detail of the operational characterization of the notion of probability based on 
Martin-Lof P-randomness. 

In this manner, as revealed by Tadaki [21, 22, 26, 30], the notion of Martin-Lof P-
randomness is thought to reflect all the properties of the notion of probability based on 
our intuitive understanding of the notion of probability. Thus, we propose that a Martin-

Lof P-random sequence of elementary events gives an operational characterization of the 
notion of probability, as follows. 

Let n be an alphabet, and let P E恥） • Accroding to Tadaki [26], consider an 
infinite sequence a E 000 of outcomes which is being generated by infinitely repeated 
trials described by the finite probability space P. The operational characterization of the 
notion of probability for the finite probability space P is thought to be completed if the 

property which the infinite sequence a has to satisfy is determined. We thus propose the 
following thesis. 

Thesis 1 (Tadaki [21, 22, 26]). Let n be an alphabet, and let P E JPl(O). An infinite 

sequence of outcomes in n which is being generated by infinitely repeated trials described 
by the finite probability space P on n is a Martin-Lof P-random sequence over n. □ 

Tadaki [26] demonstrated the validity of Thesis 1 from a variety of aspects. 

8.2 Refinement of the assumptions of local realism 

In what follows, we refine and reformulate the analysis for Protocol 7.1 to derive Bell's 
inequality, given in Section 2.6 of Nielsen and Chuang [16], in the framework of the oper-
ational characterization of the notion of probability reviewed in the preceding subsection. 
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Basically, we follow the flow of the argument of Nielsen and Chuang [16, Section 2.6], 
while refining it appropriately in terms of the operational characterization of the notion 
of probability. Hence, we proceed according to Nielsen and Chuang [16, Section 2.6], as 
follows: 

We first forget all the knowledge of quantum mechanics. To obtain Bell's ineq叫 ity,
we analyze Protocol 7.1 based on "our common sense notions of how the world works." 
Thus, we perform "the common sense analysis" for Protocol 7.1. In doing so, we are 
implicitly assuming the following two assumptions: 

The assumption of realism: The assumption that the observables R, Q, S, T have 
definite values r, q, s, t, respectively, which exist independent of observation. 

The assumption of locality: The assumption that Alice performing her measurement 
does not influence the result of Bob's measurement, and vice versa. 

These two assumptions together are known as the assumptions of local realism. See 

Nielsen and Chuang [16, Section 2.6] for the considerations for the assumptions of local 
realism. 

Now, according to Nielsen and Chuang [16, Section 2.6], let us make "the common 

sense analysis" for Protocol 7.1, based the assumptions of local realism. In Protocol 7.1, 
Alice performs the measurement of either the observable R or Q over the first qubit in 

Step A4, while Bob performs the measurement of either the observable S or T over the 
second qubit in Spep B4. Based on the assumptions of local realism, we assume that 
each of the observables R, Q, S, and T has a specific value before the measurement, 
which is merely revealed by the measurement. In particular, in the terminology of the 

conventional probability theo咄 weassume that 

p(r, q, s, t) 

is the "probability" that, before the measurements are performed, the system is in a state 
where R = r, Q = q, S = s, and T = t. This "probability" may depend on how Charlie 
performs his preparation, and on experimental noise. In the framework of the operational 
characterization of the notion of probability, based on Thesis 1, the assumption above is 
refined and reformulated in the following form: 

A ssumption 1. Let w be an infinite sequence of the values (r, q, s, t) of the observables 
R, Q, S, T which is being generated by the infinite repetition of the procedure in Proto-
col 7.1. Then there exists a finite probability space H on {1, -1}4 such that w is a 

Martin-Lof H-random infinite sequence over {1, -1} . 口

Assumption 1 is an operational refinement of one of the consequences of the assump-
tions of local realism. 

In Protocol 7.1, Alice tosses a fair coin C to get outcome c E {O, 1} in Step A3, while 
Bob tosses a fair coin D to get outcome d E {O, 1} in Step B3. In the framework of the 
operational characterization of the notion of probability, these probabilistic phenomena 
are refined and reformulated in the following form: 

Assumption 2. Let I be an infinite binary sequence which is being generated by infinitely 
repeated tossing of the fair coin C by Alice in Protocol 7.1. Then the infinite sequence 1 
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is a Martin-Leif U-random sequence over {O, 1}, where U is a finite probability space on 
{O, 1} such that U(O) = U(l) = 1/2. Namely, 1 is Martin蒻 frandom. 

Similarly, let 8 be an infinite binary sequence which is being generated by infinitely 

repeated tossing of the fair coin D by Bob in Protocol 7.1. Then the infinite sequence 8 
is also a Martin-Leif U-random sequence over {O, 1}. ロ

Assumption 2 is just an implementation of Thesis 1 in an infinite repetition of tossing 
of a fair coin. 

In order to advance "the common sense analysis" for Protocol 7.1 further in a rigorous 

manner, however, we need to make an additional assumption for the relation among the 
infinite sequences w, 1, and 8. Namely, the infinite sequences w, 1, and 8 need to be 
independent. Thus, based on the notion of independence given in Definition 4.3, we 
assume the following: 

A ssumpt10n 3. The infinite sequences w, 1, and 8 are independent. Equivalently, the 
infinite sequence w x I x 8 over { + 1, -1 }4 x {O, 1} x {O, 1} is Martin-Leif H x U x U-
random. ロ

Assumption 3 is an operational refinement of one of the consequences of the assump-
tion of locality. 

Remark 8.1. In the context of the relativized computation, we can consider the notion 

of Ma仕in-LofP-randomness relative to infinite sequences. Theorem 38 of Tadaki [26] 
states that the notion of independence of Martin-Leif P-random infinite sequences can be 
equivalently represented by the notion of Martin-Leif ?-randomness relative to infinite 
sequences. Thus, using Theorem 38 of Tadaki [26], Assumption 3 can be equivalently 
rephrased as the condition that 

(i) the infinite sequence w is Martin-Lof H-random, 

(ii) the infinite sequence I is Martin-Lof random relative tow, and 

(iii) the infinite sequence 15 is Martin-Lof random relative to I and w. 口

8.3 Refined derivation of Bell's inequality among the condi-

tional averages 

Based on Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, let us derive Bell's inequality in the framework of the 

operational characterization of the notion of probability. Let a := w x I x 15. Note that 

1 
(H x U x U)((r,q,s,t),c,d) = -H(r,q,s,t) 

4 
(19) 

for every r, q, s, t E { +1, -1} and every c, d E {O, 1}. 
For each c,d E {0,1}, we use G(c,d) to denote the set {(x,c,d) Ix E {+1,-1}外

Let c,d E {0,1}. The set G(c,d) consists of all possible results in a repeated once of 
the procedure in Protocol 7.1, where Alice gets the outcome c in Step A3 and Bob gets 
the outcome d in Step B3. In the terminology of the conventional probability theory, 
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(H x U x U)(G(c, d)) is the "probability" that Alice gets the outcome c in Step A3 and 
Bob gets the outcome d in Step B3. Actually, it follows from (19) that 

1 
(H x U x U)(G(c, d)) = -

4' 

as expected from the conventional probability theory. Thus, it follows from (19) again 
that 

(H x U x U)((r, q, s, t), c, d) 
(H x U x U)c(c,d)((r,q,s,t),c,d) = = H(r,q,s,t) (20) 

(H Xu  X U)(rvl ~ ,J¥¥ 

for every r, q, s, t E { + 1, -1 }. Let ac,d := Filtereda(c,d) (a). Then, since a is Martin-Lof 
H x U x U-random by Assumption 3, using Theorem 4.2 we have that ac,d is Martin-Lof 

(H x U x U)a(c,d)-random for the finite probability space (H x U x U)c(c,d) on G(c, d). 
Recall that Filtereda(c,d) (a) is defined as an infinite sequence over the alphabet G(c, d) 
obtained from a by eliminating all elements of ({ + 1, -1} 4 x { 0, 1} x { 0, 1}) ¥ G(c, d) 
occurring in a. In other words, ac,d is the subsequence of a consisting of results that 
Alice gets the outcome c in Step A3 and Bob gets the outcome d in Step B3. For each 
k EN+, we denote the kth element ac,d(k) of the subsequence ac,d as 

ac,d(k) = ((rc,d(k), qc,d(k), Sc,d(k), tc,d(k)), c, d). 

In this manner, we introduce infinite sequences rc,d, qc,d, sc,d, and tc,d over {+1,-1}. 
The sequence rc,d is the infinite sequence of values of the observable R over the infinite 
repetition of the procedure in Protocol 7.1 in our world, conditioned that Alice gets the 
outcome c at Step A3 and Bob gets the outcome d at Step B3. The sequences qc,d, sc,d, and 
tc,d have an analogous meaning with respect to the observables Q, S, and T, respectively. 

Based on the sequences r c,d, qc,d, sc,d, and tc,d, the conditional averages〈RS〉,〈QS〉,
〈RT〉,and〈QT〉aredefined as follows: 

1 
L 

〈RS〉:= lim —区 ro,o(k)so,o(k),
L→ ooL 

k=l 

1 
L 

〈RT〉:= lim — L ro,1(k)t。,1 (k), 
L→ ooL 

1 
L 

〈QS〉:= lim -L仇o(k)s1,o(k),
L→ ooL 

k=l 

1 
L 

〈QT〉:= lim -L仇，1(k)t1,1(k).
L→ ooL 

(21) 

k=l k=l 

The value〈RS〉canbe interpreted as the average value of the product of outcome of the 
measurement of the observable R by Alice in Step A4 and outcome of the measurement of 
the observable S by Bob in Step B4, conditioned that Alice gets the outcome O in Step A3 
and Bob gets the outcome O in Step B3. Note here that, in Protocol 7.1, whenever Alice 
gets the outcome O she performs the measurement of Rover the first qubit in Step A4, 
and whenever Bob gets the outcome O he performs the measurement of S over the second 
qubit in Step B4. An analogous interpretation can be made for each of〈QS〉,〈RT〉,and 

〈QT〉.
The conditional averages are calculated as follows: Let c, d E { 0, 1}. Since the sub-

sequence ac,d is Martin-Lof (H x U x U)a(c,d)-random, it follows from Theorem 4.1 and 
(20) that for every r, q, s, t =士1it holds that 

lim 
N((r,q,s,t),c,d) (O:c,df L) 

L 
= H(r, q, s, t). 

L→~ 
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Recall here that N((r,q,s,t),c,d)(ac,dlL) denotes the number of the occurrences of 

((r, q, s, t), c, d) 

in the prefix of O:c,d of length L. Thus, the conditional averages〈RS〉,〈QS〉,〈RT〉,and 
〈QT〉arecalculated as follows: 

〈RS〉 r 1 
= lffi -

L→ ooL 

〈QS〉.
1 

= hm -
L→ ooL 

〈RT〉
1 

= lim -
L→ ooL 

1 
〈QT〉=lim -

L→ ooL 

L N((r,q,s,t),c,d) (0:。,of£)rs= L H(r, q, s, t)rs, 
r,q,s,t士1 r,q,s,t=土1

L N((r,q,s,t),c,d)(a1,of L)qs = L H(r, q, s, t)qs, 
r,q,s,t士1 r,q,s,t士l

(22) 

L N((r,q,s,t),c,d) (0:。，山）rt= L H(r, q, s, t)rt, 
r,q,s,t士1 r,q,s,t士1

L N((r,q,s,t),c,d)(a1,1fL)qt= L H(r,q,s,t)qt. 
r,q,s,t土1 r,q,s,t土1

Note that rs+ qs + rt -qt= (r + q)s + (r -q)t. Since q, r =士1,we have that either 
(r + q)s = 0 or (r -q)t = 0. It follows that rs+ qs + rt -qt=士2.Thus, using (22) we 
see that 

〈RS〉+〈QS〉+〈RT〉-〈QT〉

= L H(r, q, s, t)rs十 L H(r, q, s, t)qs十 L H(r, q, s, t)rt 
r,q,s,t=土1 r,q,s,t士1 r,q,s,t土1

ー LH(r, q, s, t)qt 
r,q,s,t士1

= L H(r, q, s, t)(rs + qs十 rt-qt) 
r,q,s,t士1

::; L H(r,q,s,t) x 2 
r,q,s,t土1

= 2. 

Hence, we finally obtain the Bell's inequality (also known as the CHSH inequality), 

〈RS〉+〈QS〉+〈RT〉-〈QT〉さ 2. (23) 

This inequality has the same form as expected from the conventional probability theory, 
by means of "the common sense analysis" based on the assumptions of local realism, 
which is performed in Nielsen and Chuang [16, Section 2.6] in a vague manner. 

9 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have refined and reformulated the argument of Bell's inequality versus 
quantum mechanics by algorithmic randomness. On the one hand, we have refined and 
reformulated local realism to lead to Bell's inequality, based on our operational charac-

terization of the notion of probability by algorithmic randomness. On the other hand, 
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we have refined and reformulated the corresponding argument of quantum mechanics to 
violate Bell's inequality in our framework of quantum mechanics based on the principle 
of typicality. Hence, in terms of algorithmic randomness, we have refined the derivation 
of the following fact: Local realism cannot recover the prediction of quantum mechanics. 

The principle of typicality is a unfined principle which refines the Born rule, Pos-
tulate 4, and its related postulates about quantum measurements in one lump [29]. In 
this paper, we have successfully made an application of the principle of typicality to the 
argument of local realism versus quantum mechanics, demonstrating how properly our 

framework based on the principle of typicality works in practical problems in quantum 
mechanics. Thus, it seems further confirmed that the principle of typicality together with 

Postulates 1, 2, and 3 forms quantum mechanics. 
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